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CANTON OF TICINO AGENDA

4th Human Rights Film Festival
Lugano, Cinema Corso
October 10 - 15
The festival maintains its vocation to
show quality ﬁlms, which will move
viewers and prompt reﬂection. A selection of the most interesting international ﬁlms, which offer privileged
entry points for talking about Human Rights, through the series of discussions that follow the screenings,
at which directors, actors and specialists will have a conversation with
the audience. An exhibition, Quickgold, and the attribution of the Carla Agustoni Journalism Prize are foreseen as well.

Bi10 – Decima Biennale
dell’immagine
Borderlines
Città divise / Città plurali
Chiasso, October 7 – December 10
The Biennale dell’immagine returns,
and once again, faithful to its ambition to provide a moment of reﬂection on contemporary living, it sets
out to investigate a theme of great
current relevance. Never before have
cities been so much at the centre of
our everyday news, shaken by terrorist attacks and social tensions, the
destinations of major population
ﬂows, witnessing and fostering an
imbalanced distribution of wealth,
weighed up against the limits of their
own development and the crucial
changes that have shaped our era.

www.ticino.ch

Musical Weeks in Ascona
Ascona, until October 17
The Musical Weeks in
Ascona, the oldest classical music festival in Ticino, celebrates a72nd edition. The total thirteen festival concerts offered take
place at three attractive
venues: the Collegio Papio di Ascona church for
the chamber concerts, the
church of San Francesco
(church of St. Francis) in
Locarno for the symphonic concerts and the Sopracenerina hall for the two matinee performances in the Début Series that presents young talents on the brink of great
international careers.
Directed for the ﬁfth consecutive year by Francesco Piemontesi, presentations in Ascona this year emphasise on the music world of Russia - home to
great composers and acclaimed performers, celebrated above all for their expressive and virtuous qualities.
Street Art. Da Basquiat a Banksy, i Re della Strada
Melano, Artrust
October 8 - December 16
The new exhibition that Artrust sets
up in its own spaces sees as the protagonists the great names of the history of grafﬁti and of the current Street
Art. In the frame of the exhibition, the
Swiss street artist duo Nevercrew
makes a wall work on the exterior wall
of the building hosting the show. At
the same time, Artrust takes care of
the exhibition "Atlantis" by the Italian
artist Raul33, set up on 13 October at
the Gipsoteca Giudici di Lugano.
Mostra Honoré Daumier (1808-1879)
Bellinzona, Museo Villa dei Cedri
Until January 7, 2018
The social point of view of
Honoré Daumier, among
the fathers of realism, illustrates with a bitter satire the
ﬁeld of politics and courts,
the development of the city
and the gods of modern society. The artist was also a
great disseminator of ideas,
a journalist who used the
image instead of the word,
with his satire in the form
of political vignettes.
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